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Antal platser 5

System and Electronics Engineers SW/HW
Arbetsgivare

High Vision Engineering AB
Sven Källfelts Gata 203
426 71 VÄSTRA FRÖLUNDA
Tel 0734-165504
http://www.highvision.se

Arbetsort

Göteborg

Platsbeskrivning

We are currently seeking experienced System and Electronics Engineers SW/HW
to the automotive industry!
High Vision Engineering need skilled System Engineers to our operations. We are
now looking for engineers with experience from hardware and / or software design.
Our System Engineers today perform projects in several areas, we prefer that you
have experience and expertise from one of the areas of Power electronics, Hybrid
technology, Climate, Chassis / Powertrain or Infotainment / Telematics. Your work
assignments As an System Engineer SW/HW with us, you will work with any of
the areas hardware, software, or functional / system verification. Hands on use of
tools such as Matlab / Simulink, CANalyzer, CANoe or programming in Python
or C. Tasks can be Synchronization of data and software releases, overall function
development or validation responsibilities in any of the fields: Power electronics,
Hybrid technology, Climate, Chassis / Powertrain or Infotainment / Telematics.
You have at least 3-5 years of experience in the Automotive industry and you have
a great interest in new technology and vehicles.
You are a B.Sc. or M.Sc. and you have a good knowledge within the automotive
industry. English, fluently in speech and in writing is required.
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Personal qualities Ability to act independently and commercially. You are positive,
outgoing and driven with the ability to create and maintain good relations. You
are a team player who enjoys working closely with your colleagues and share
knowledge and ideas. About High Vision Engineering High Vision Engineering
offers advanced engineering services to the automotive industry. We have a leading
position in our area and is a well-established supplier to the automotive industry
in western Sweden. We are a medium sized company where we treat each other
with respect and operated by the joy of developing technology for next generation
products and vehicles.

POST

BESÖK

Arbetsförmedlingen
Järnvågsgatan 3
Box 7273
41327 GÖTEBORG
E-post: arbetsgivare-sydostragoteborg@arbetsformedlingen.se

TELEFON

0771-416416 (Arbetssökande)
0771-860100 (Etablerings-kundtjänst)
0771-508508 (Arbetsgivare)
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On High Vision Engineering, we all share a great interest in technology and now
we want to expand our team with more skilled and dedicated engineers. As an
employee with us, you will work on assignments at one of our customers in the
automotive industry in Western Sweden.
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HIGH VISION ENGINEERING AB www.highvision.se
Varaktighet

Tills vidare

Tillträde

To be agreed.

Arbetstid/Varaktighet

To be agreed.

Lön

Fast månads- vecko- eller timlön

Sista ansökningsdag

2019-12-30

Övrigt om ansökan

Contact Location: Göteborg & Trollhättan area. Recruitment ongoing! Send your
application by e-mail to: info@highvision.se Contact: Fredrik Peilot, Mobile: +46
(0)70- 625 35 65 Contact: Peter Weston, Mobile: +46 (0)73- 416 55 04

Ansökan via e-post

info@highvision.se

Utbildning

Eftergymnasial utbildning, två år eller längre

Kompetens

MATLAB (tekniska beräkningar) (Meriterande)

Ordernummer: 0019-568437
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